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Facing  

 

Did you hear the merging of green-blue-white silhouettes 

through the slits of blinds? 

 

Did you see the sounds of just finished raindrops carrying 

the water that was flying with quite some speed in gusty 

winds? 

 

Did you hear the sun wipe the smudgy outlines around 

receding puddles that were formed by incessant clouds? 

 

Now, hold on, just hold on, it’s not all illusion to the brim… 

I ain’t leaving… 

 

No, not leaving, without my wisdom… found slowly, 

gathered, harvested and then created spaces and places to 

save it in....some on narrow window sills that I may tip toe on…  
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Just 

 

I got up tired and drew the curtains 

Wasn't sure if I’d slept 

Then I remembered my dreams still playing hooky 

And my nightmares out loose! 
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